Abstract: Let E be a real uniformly convex Banach space, K be a nonempty closed convex subset of E and let T i : K → E be N I i -asymptotically nonexpansive nonself mappings and I i be N asymptotically nonexpansive nonself mappings. It is proved that a new two step iterative algorithm converges weakly to a q ∈ F in a real uniformly convex Banach space such that its dual has the Kadec-Klee property and strongly under condition (B) in a real uniformly convex Banach space. It presents some new results in this paper.
Introduction
Let K be a nonempty subset of a real normed linear space E. Denote by F (T ) the set of fixed points of T , that is, F (T ) = {x ∈ K : T x = x}. Throughout this paper, we always assume that F (T ) = / 0. A mapping T : K → K is said to be asymptotically nonexpansive if there exists a sequence {k n } ⊂ [0, ∞) with lim n→∞ k n = 0 such that T n x − T n y ≤ (1 + k n ) x − y for all x, y ∈ K and n ≥ 1.
The class of asymptotically nonexpansive self-mappings was introduced by Goebel and Kirk [1] in 1972, who proved that if K is a nonempty closed convex subset of a real uniformly convex Banach space and T is an asymptotically nonexpansive self-mapping on K, then T has a fixed point.
A mapping T : K → K is called uniformly L-Lipschitzian if there exists constant L > 0 such that
T n x − T n y ≤ L x − y for all x, y ∈ K and n ≥ 1. Also T is called asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive if F (T ) = / 0 and there exists a sequence {k n } ⊂ [1, ∞) with lim n→∞ k n = 1 such that for all x ∈ K, the following inequality holds:
From the above definitions, it follows that a nonexpansive mapping must be asymptotically nonexpansive. Every asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with a fixed point is asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive, but the converse may be not true.
In 2007, Agarwal et al. [10] introduced a new iteration process.
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For K a convex subset of a linear space E and T a mapping of K into itself, the iterative sequence {x n } is generated from x 1 ∈ K, and is defined by    x n+1 = (1 − α n )T n x n + α n T n y n y n = (1 − β n ) x n + β n T n x n , n ≥ 1,
where {α n } and {β n } are real sequences in (0, 1).
They showed that their process is independent of Mann and Ishikawa iteration processes and converges faster than both of these (See [10, Proposition 3.1]).
A subset K of E is said to be a retract of E if there exists a continuous map P : E → K such that Px = x, for all x ∈ K. Every closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space is a retract. A map P : E → K is said to be a retraction if P 2 = P. It follows that, if a map P is a retraction, then Py = y for all y in the range of P.
In 2003, as the generalization of asymptotically nonexpansive self-mappings Chidume et al. [11] introduced the concept of nonself asymptotically nonexpansive mappings. The nonself asymptotically nonexpansive mapping is defined as follows.
Definition 1. [11]
Let K be a nonempty subset of real normed linear space E. Let P : E → K be the nonexpansive retraction of E into K.
(i) A nonself mapping T : K → E is called asymptotically nonexpansive if there exists a sequence {k
(ii) A nonself mapping T : K → E is said to be uniformly L-Lipschitzian if there exists a constant L > 0 such that
If T is a self-mapping, then P becomes the identity mapping.
By using the following iterative algorithm:
Chidume et al. [11] established demiclosed principle, strong and weak convergence theorems for nonself asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in uniformly convex Banach spaces.
In 2009, Thianwan [13, 14] considered a new iterative scheme for two nonself asymptotically nonexpansive mappings as follows. Recently, Temir [2, 3] introduced the following definitions and studied Ishikawa iteration processes for a finite family of nonself I-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings.
Definition 2. Let T, I
: K → K be two mappings. T is said to be I-asymptotically nonexpansive [2, 3] if there exists a sequence {u n } ⊂ [0, ∞) with lim n→∞ u n = 0 such that
for all x, y ∈ K and n ≥ 1. T is said to be I-uniformly Lipschitz if there exists Γ > 0 such that
Incorporating the ideas of Chidume et al. [11] 
for all x, y ∈ K and n ≥ 1. T is said to be Γ -uniformly Lipschitzian if there exists Γ > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ K and all positive integer n T (PT )
Yang and Xie [4] also introduced an iteration scheme for a finite family of nonself I-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings as follows.
be a finite family of I i -asymptotically nonexpansive nonself-mappings and
be a finite family of asymptotically nonexpansive nonself-mapping. Let {α n } and {β n } be two real sequences in [0, 1]. Then the sequence {x n } n≥1 is generated as follows:
where
In the light of the above facts, a new two-step iterative scheme for a finite family of nonself I-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings is introduced and studied in this paper. Our iterative scheme reads as follows.
Let K be a nonempty subset of a Banach space E. Let T i : K → E be N nonself I i -asymptotically nonexpansive mappings and
be N nonself asymptotically nonexpansive mappings. Let {α n } and {β n } be two real sequences in [0, 1]. Then the sequence {x n } is generated as follows.
. . , N} is a positive integer and k(n) → ∞ as n → ∞. Thus, (7) can be expressed in the following form:
Remark. Our process (7) generalizes Chidume-Ofoedu-Zegeye process (2), Thianwan process (3) and, Yang and Xie process (6). Our process (7) is able to compute common fixed points like (3), (6) and Temir process (see [2] ) but at a better rate.
Some fixed point theorems using an iteration process for asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in different spaces was proved by different authors (see [20, 24, 26, 25, 27] ).
Preliminaries
Let E be a Banach space with its dimension greater than or equal to 2. The modulus of E is the function δ E (ε) :
A Banach space E is uniformly convex if and only if
A Banach space E is said to satisfy Opial's condition if, for any sequence {x n } in E, x n ⇀ x implies that lim sup
for all y ∈ E with y = x, where x n ⇀ x means that {x n } converges weakly to x.
A Banach space E is said to have a Fréchet differentiable norm [15] if for all
exists and is attained uniformly in y ∈ S E .
A mapping T with domain D(T ) and range R(T )
in E is said to be demiclosed at p if whenever {x n } is a sequence in
A mapping T : K → K is said to be semicompact if, for any bounded sequence {x n } in K such that x n − T x n → 0 as n → ∞, there exists a subsequence say {x n j } of {x n } such that {x n j } converges strongly to some x * in K.
Lemma 1. [5]
Let {a n }, {b n } and {δ n } be sequences of nonnegative real numbers satisfying the inequality 
whereľ is an identity mapping.
A Banach space E is said to have the Kadec-Klee property if, for every sequence {x n } in E, x n ⇀ x and x n → x imply x n → x → 0. Every locally uniformly convex space has the Kadec-Klee property. In particular, L p spaces, 1 < p < ∞ have this property.
Let ω w {x n } = x : ∃x n j ⇀ x denote the weak limit set of {x n }.
Lemma 4. [12] Let E be a real reflexive Banach space such that its dual E has Kadec-Klee property. Let {x n } be a bounded sequence in E and q
The mapping T : K → K with F (T ) = / 0 is said to satisfy condition (A) [7] if there is a nondecreasing function
) for all n ≥ 1. Senter and Dotson [7] pointed out that every continuous and semi-compact mapping must satisfy Condition (A).
Let {T i : i ∈ I 0 } and {I i : i ∈ I 0 } be two family of nonself mappings with nonempty fixed points set F. These families are said to satisfy condition (B) if there is a nondecreasing function f :
Main results
Lemma 5. Let E be a real Banach space, K be a nonempty closed convex subset of E which is also a nonexpansive retract with retraction P. Let T i : K → E (i ∈ J) be nonself I i -asymptotically nonexpansive mappings with sequences {u in } ⊂ [0, ∞) and I i : K → E (i ∈ J) be asymptotically nonexpansive nonself-mappings with
For an arbitrary x 0 ∈ K, let {x n } be the sequence generated by (7) satisfying the following conditions.
(1)
Proof. We suppose that q ∈ F. From (7) we have
Using (7) and (8), we have
Substituting (8) into (9), we get that
where δ n = h n 4 + 5h n + 4h 2 n + h 3 n . Since 
Then lim n→∞ x n − T i x n = 0 and lim n→∞ x n − I i x n = 0 for all i ∈ J.
Proof. In view of Lemma 5, we obtain that the limit of the sequence { x n − q } exits. Next, we assume that lim n→∞ x n − q = d, for some d > 0. It follows from (8) and (9) that
Note that using I i -asymptotically nonexpansivity of T i (i ∈ J) , we get
It follows that lim sup
Moreover, from (8), we have
and (11) implies lim
Combining lim n→∞ x n − q = d, (12) with (13) and from Lemma 6, we obtain that
In similar way, from (9), we can prove that
Since lim sup
Now, using (15) , (16), (17) , and Lemma 6, we obtain
By y n = P (1 − β n ) x n + β n T i (PT i ) n−1 x n and (14), since P is nonexpansive mapping, we have
implies by (14) , (18) , and (19) that lim
From (18), and (20), we have
It follows from (19) and (21) that lim
Using (19) and (20), we have (24) gives by (20) and (21) that lim
Next, we also have from (14) , (22) and (25)
This implies that lim
From (19), (20) , and (21), we have
By means of asymptotically nonexpansivity of I i (i ∈ J) we get
It follows from (21), (23) and (27) 
Proof. Let a n (t) = tx n + (1 − t) p 1 − p 2 , then lim n→∞ a n (0) = p 1 − p 2 exists. It follows from Lemma 5 that lim n→∞ a n (1) = x n − p 2 exists. It now remains to prove the lemma for t ∈ (0, 1) . Let U n ,W n : K → E be defined as follows:
for all x ∈ K. Then for all x, y ∈ K, we have
Similarly, we get
This implies that W n : K → K is Lipschitz with the Lipschitz constant (1 + h n ) 4 and
then S n,m : K → K is Lipschitz with the Lipschitz constant H n , S n,m x n = x n+m and S n,m p = p for each p ∈ F. Then the rest of the proof follows as in the proof of Lemma 3 of [9] . This completes the proof. 
Then {x n } converges weakly to some q ∈ F.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5 that {x n } is bounded. Since E is a uniformly convex Banach space, {x n } has a weakly convergent subsequence {x n j } such that converges weakly to p. Since {x n } ⊂ K and K is weakly closed, then p ∈ K.
Moreover, lim n→∞ x n − T i (PT i ) n−1 x n = 0 and lim n→∞ x n − I i (PI i ) n−1 x n = 0 for all i ∈ J by Lemma 6 and so p ∈ F by Lemma 3. Now, we show that {x n } converges weakly to p. Suppose that {x n k } is another subsequence of {x n } which converges weakly to some q ∈ K. By the same method as above, we have q ∈ F and p, q ∈ ω w {x n }. By Lemma 7,
exists for all t ∈ [0, 1] and so p = q by Lemma 4. Therefore, the sequence {x n } converges weakly to p. This completes the proof.
Remark. In [16] , it is point out that there exist uniformly convex Banach spaces which have neither a Fréchet differentiable norm nor the Opial property but their duals do have the Kadec-Klee property. And the duals of reflexive Banach spaces with Fréchet differentiable norms or the Opial property have the Kadec-Klee property. 
Then {x n } converges strongly to some q ∈ F if and only if lim inf n→∞ d(x n , F) = 0.
Proof. The necessity is obvious. Let us proof the sufficiency part of theorem. For any given p ∈ F, we have (see (10) )
Taking the infimum over all p ∈ F in the inequalities (29), we get
Now applying Lemma 1 to (30) we obtain the existence of the limit lim n→∞ d (x n , F). By hypothesis, we see
It will be proved that {x n } is a Cauchy sequence. In fact, as 1 + t ≤ exp(t) for all t > 0, from (29), we obtain
Thus, for any positive integers m, n, iterating (31) and noting
δ n < ∞, we get
for all p ∈ F. Taking the infimum over p ∈ F in (32) we obtain
Due to lim n→∞ d (x n , F) = 0, given ε > 0 there exists an integer N 0 > 0 such that for all n > N 0 we have d (x n , F) < ε 1+M . Consequently, for all integers n > N 0 and m ≥ 1, from (33) we get x n+m − x n < ε, which means that {x n } is a Cauchy sequence in E. Since the space E is complete, lim n→∞ x n exists. Let lim n→∞ x n = q . Then, lim n→∞ d (x n , F) = 0 implies that lim n→∞ d (q, F) = 0. F is closed, thus q ∈ F. This completes the proof.
Applying Theorem 2, we obtain a strong convergence theorem using the iterative sequence (7) under the condition (B) as follows. Remark. (i) Our results can be viewed generalization of result of Akbulut et al. [6] .
(ii) If the error terms are added in (7) and assumed to be bounded, then the results of this paper still hold.
(iii) Our results can be viewed extension of the result given in [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] .
